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We have put maps in this document where we feel it is relevant.  To find places that are mentioned solely 
by text you should also refer to the Surrounding Area Maps document which you will find at the front of the 

tourist information folder. 

 

1 FOOD SHOPPING  
 

1.1 Best Value & Choice 
 

LIDL, SUPERCOR AND MERCADONA 

There are 3 big supermarkets: Lidl (at the moment in phase of refurbishing), Supercor and Mercadona (both 
at km. 132 Urb. Sotogrande, N-340) in the nearest Town Pueblo Nuevo de Guadiaro (just 10 minutes 

away).  
 

 

All 3 supermarkets have a wide choice of food and are good value for money. 

 

At the time of writing this document the LIDL refurbishment was not completed.  If you are specifically after 
Lidl products you can find a LIDL branch in SABINILLAS (15 mins) or LA LINEA DE LA CONCEPTION (20 
mins). 

 

Please be aware that these supermarkets are open from 9.00 to 21.30 in summer and they can close earlier 

in winter. They are not open on Sundays and Bank Holidays. 

 

In the centre of Pueblo Nuevo de Guadiaro there are smaller shops that sell vegetables or meat. In the 

centre of Town (Calle Sierra Bermeja, 48) you can find a small supermarket (Overseas Store – a joint 
venture between Iceland & Waitrose) with English products. We recommend this shop if you are missing 
squash, cider, ginger beer, British sausages, cheese or sauces. There is no premium for imported products 

therefore the prices are very competitive. 
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1.2 Convenience Stores in Torreguadiaro 
 

 
 

SUPERMERCADO TORREGUADIARO - Avenida Mar del Sur - Torreguadiaro 

At the entrance of village arriving there is a supermarket with a big car park in front of it. 

They sell a big variety of goods from Food to Cleaning Products, Toys, Stationery, Suitcases, Beach 

Accessories etc. and it is open 7 days a week, most bank holidays and late at night (approx. 21h in winter 
and 22h in summer) 

They don’t have a large variety of food but it is convenient for last minute purchases.  

We recommend this shop for buying bread, wine, milk, pizza, snacks, croquetas and mini atun 
empanadillas. The service is very nice and friendly and the car spaces in front of it make easy to stop by. 
 

SUPERMERCADO MI PUNTO - Avenida Mar del Sur - Torreguadiaro 

On the other side of the road is another supermarket called Mi Punto. 

They sell a wider variety of food including vegetables and meat. The food selection is reasonable and the 

service is good. We don’t use this shop often but we can recommend it. 
. 

MERCAEUROPA - Avenida Mar del Sur - Torreguadiaro 

Next to the chemist and opposite the main Tapas bars is Mercaeuropa. They sell a average selection of 
drinks and snacks but the shop is mainly Chinese Bazar style.   We haven’t really used this store so we 

cannot really express an opinion. 
 

CARNICERIA (BUTCHER SHOP) - Avenida Mar del Sur - Torreguadiaro 

There is a small local butcher shop (Carniceria) in Torreguadiaro. We have never used it as we tend to buy 

the meat in the larger supermarkets in Pueblo Nuevo.  We haven’t heard very favourable comments about 
it. 
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2 CLOTHES SHOPS 

There are a few clothes shops in Sotogrande (both in the area near the Port and in the area called Ribera 

del Marlin) and in Pueblo Nuevo. 

 

3 MARKETS 
 

SOTOGRANDE  

Sunday market from 10.00 to 15.00 in Ribera del Marlin 

Crafts and clothes  
 

SABINILLAS 

Sunday market from 09.00 to 15.00 

Bric-a-brac 
 

ESTEPONA 

Sunday market  from 09.00 to 15.00 in the marina  

Bric-a-brac 

Wednesday market  from 09.00 to 14.00 in "El Rastro" Avenida Puerta del Mar.  

Food and vegetables, clothes 

 

4 LARGE SHOPPING CENTRES 

If you are after large shopping centre you need to travel a bit further away. 

Here a few addresses: 

 

PARQUE COMERCIAL LA CANADA 

Carretera de Ojén, s/n, 29688 Marbella, Málaga, Spain 

 

EL CORTE INGLES  

Calle Juan Pérez Arriete, s/n, 11204 Algeciras, Cádiz, Spain 

 

SHOPPING AREA IN LOS BARRIOS  

Poligono Palmones III, Salida 113, N-340, 11370 Los BarDIY shops, furniture or house related shops, a 

cinema, a large Carrefour hypermarket and Decathlon 

 

For further info about large shopping centres, you can have a look at the following link: 

http://www.andalucia.com/living/shopping-centres/home.htm 

Please note that Torreguadiaro is the first village in Cadiz Province, so it could be useful for you to check 

both Cadiz and Malaga tabs for the closest shopping centres.  

  

http://www.andalucia.com/living/shopping-centres/home.htm
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5 CHEMISTS 

There is a chemist in Torreguadiaro in the main street going towards Sotogrande and in every village 
nearby. Here are the addresses. 

Avenida Mar del Sur s/n Torreguadiaro ph+34 956333333 

C/Carretera s/n Guadiaro 5ph+34 956614105 

Plaza de la Fuente San Enrique ph+34 956615128 

Plaza Blanca Sotogrande ph+34 956794961 

C/Sierra Bermeja s/n Pueblo Nuevo ph+34 956794052 
 

During the weekend there is a rota so you need to check which one is the duty chemist. It will be written on 
the door or you can check the following website: 

http://sotograndedigital.com/farmacias 

 

 
 

6 BANKS 

There is a Sabadell cash point (ATM) in Torreguadiaro (near the chemist) but no bank services. 

Several banks are available in Pueblo Nuevo or Sotogrande 

 

Sabadell Estuario de Río Guadiaro, 11311 Pueblo Nuevo, Cádiz, Spain 

Cajamar Calle Altamira, 11310 Sotogrande, Cádiz, Spain 

Sabadell Urb La Marina Edf 1 Loc B 4 Sotogrande Port, Cádiz, Spain 

 

7 FUEL 

The nearest fuel station is located on the main road of Torreguadiaro going towards the motorway just after 

the Hotel Camelias on the left hand side.  Jet washes are available on the same premises. 

There is another petrol station just before the Motorway (CEPSA) exiting Torreguadiaro, but the fuel prices 
are higher. 

Most petrol stations are open 24 hours a day. Unleaded petrol  is “sin plomo” and diesel is “gasoil”. 

 

http://sotograndedigital.com/farmacias

